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ABSTRACT
Objectives Despite the recent awareness of the
environment impact on brain ageing, the influence of
the neighbourhood socioeconomic status on cognitive
impairment remains unclear. Here, we investigated the
effects of individual and neighbourhood deprivation on
cognitive impairment in middle-aged and young-old people.
Design Cross-sectional study.
Settings 21 Health Screening Centres in the entire French
metropolitan territory.
Participants A total of 44 648 participants (age range: 45
to 69 years) from the French CONSTANCES cohort were
included in the analyses.
Main outcomes Associations between the overall
cognitive score (based on a standardised battery of
cognitive tests administered by neuropsychologists) and
individual deprivation (Evaluation of Deprivation and
Inequalities in Health Screening Centres; EPICES score)
and geographical deprivation (French Deprivation Index;
FDep index).
Results Based on the EPICES score (validated cut-
off ≥30.17), 12% of participants were considered to
be deprived. After mutual adjustment, individual and
geographical deprivation were associated with higher
cognitive impairment in a multilevel logistic regression
analysis that was also adjusted for sociodemographic,
lifestyle and health factors. Specifically, individual
deprivation was associated with an odds increase of
55% (OR=1.55, 95% CI: 1.45 to 1.66). The risk of global
cognitive impairment progressively increased with the
neighbourhood deprivation level, evaluated by the FDep
index (reference Q1; Q2: OR=1.09, 95% CI: 0.98 to 1.20;
Q3: OR=1.15, 95% CI: 1.04 to 1.27; Q4: OR=1.15, 95% CI:
1.04 to 1.28; Q5: OR=1.25, 95% CI: 1.13 to 1.39).
Conclusion Our results suggest that the neighbourhood
socioeconomic deprivation level is associated with
cognitive impairment, independently of the individual
deprivation level. A better understanding of this association
could help to define new prevention strategies to target
high-risk residents and high-risk geographical areas in
order to reduce social health inequalities.

Introduction
The concept of deprivation was defined
by Townsend as a ‘state of observable and

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► We focused on a large population of middle-aged

old individuals (age range: 45 to 69
and young-
years).
►► A cognitive test battery was administered by neuropsychologists in standardised conditions.
►► We estimated a gradient of cognitive impairment
associated with both individual and neighbourhood
deprivation levels.
►► Due to the study observational design, we could perform only a cross-sectional analysis of the cognitive
performance data.

demonstrable disadvantage relative to the
local community or the wider society to which
an individual, family, or group belongs’.1
Deprivation reflects the accumulation of
social and material disadvantages, and is the
main cause of health inequalities.2 3 Due to
the rapid increase of the proportion of older
adults, health inequalities in this population have become a public health priority;
however, studies on this topic are still rare.4
At the individual level, low socioeconomic
status is associated with poorer health,5 excess
death rate,6 increased risk of dementia and
lower cognitive performance, independently
of the health conditions.7 8 Social health
inequalities can also be determined by
the deprivation of the residential environment. Indeed, low geographical socioeconomic status has been related to risky health
behaviours, cardiovascular disorders and
higher mortality.9
Recent studies have reported associations
between area-level socioeconomic status and
cognitive impairment. However, findings on
the relationship between neighbourhood
deprivation and cognition remain controversial, often due to differences in study design
and statistical methods (eg, some studies took
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Methods
Population
Data were from the French CONSTANCES cohort, a large
based prospective cohort of 200 000 adults
population-
aged 18 to 69 years at inclusion. Details on cohort recruitment and data collection are available elsewhere.21 Participants were randomly selected among people covered by
the Caisse Nationale d’Assurance Maladie health insurance that includes 85% of the French population (salaried workers, professionally active or retired, and their
family). At baseline, health examinations were performed
in 21 health screening centres (HSC) in the entire French
metropolitan territory. Socioeconomic, demographic, life
events and lifestyle data were collected at inclusion using
a self-administered questionnaire.
For this study, only those participants who were ≥45
years old and underwent a standardised cognitive assessment performed by trained neuropsychologists were
selected. Our analyses were carried out using the data
available at the end of January 2019.

Inequalities in Health Screening Centres ‘EPICES’.22
This score was obtained using a validated multidimensional self-
questionnaire developed by French HSC
experts. It takes into account the multifactorial dimensions of deprivation (material and social conditions),23
and is strongly correlated with the Townsend and
Carstairs index.6 To calculate this score, 11 binary questions about marital status, financial security, access to
leisure or sport activities and social support were associated with a weight determined by principal component
analysis (PCA) (online supplementary table 1). Given the
large number of missing data for the question ‘Do you
have an additional insurance?’ (56% of non-response),
an imputation was performed with the monotone logistic
regression method. The EPICES score ranges from 0 (no
deprivation) to 100 (maximum deprivation), with a validated deprivation cut-off of 30.1722 (deprived ≥30.17/not
deprived <30.17).
Neighbourhood deprivation
Postal addresses were geocoded to match participants to
their residential commune (municipality). The neighbourhood socioeconomic deprivation level was evaluated with
a composite French Deprivation Index (FDep index)
provided by the French National Institute of Statistics
and Economic Studies (INSEE).24 This index was built
at the commune level using data from the 2009 French
census. The FDep index was defined as the first component of the PCA of the following four variables: median
household income, percentage of high school graduates
in the ≥15-year-old population, percentage of blue-collar
workers in the active population, and unemployment
rate. This index was calculated for each commune of the
CONSTANCES cohort (n=4996), and was categorised
in quintiles. Q1 was considered the reference (the least
deprived commune) and Q5 the most deprived residential
environment.

Individual deprivation
The individual socioeconomic status was evaluated using
the deprivation score Evaluation of Deprivation and

Cognitive function
Cognitive function was assessed at baseline by trained
neuropsychologists using a battery of cognitive tests as
previously detailed25: the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) to assess the global cognitive functioning;
the Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test (FCRST)
to estimate episodic verbal memory; the Verbal Fluency
Tasks (VFT) to evaluate language abilities (semantic and
phonemic fluency tasks); the Trail Making Test (TMT-A
and TMT-B) coded as time in seconds, to assess executive functions and shifting abilities; and the Digit Symbol
Substitution Test (DSST), a subtest of the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale-Revised, to explore attention, psychomotor speed and reasoning.
Each specific cognitive skill was analysed separately.
For all tests, cognitive impairment was defined by a score
below or equal to the 25th percentile of the distribution
(higher than or equal to the 75th percentile for TMT)
using previously established norms, according to age, sex
and education.25
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into account the competing risk of death, while others did
not).10 One study reported no association of neighbourhood deprivation with cognitive decline in the elderly,11
and a recent work with a long follow-up found no association with the risk of dementia.12 Conversely, other
studies showed that the area-level socioeconomic status
might influence cognition, independently of individual
characteristics. A deprived residential environment could
increase the risk of poor cognitive performance,13 cognitive decline14 15 and dementia,16–18 mostly in older (>65
years) subjects. This suggests that the residential environment characteristics might be a source of differences
in cognitive function in older adults, but probably also
earlier in life. Indeed, environmental stimuli influence
ageing, but also shape the brain development and affect
mental health.19 The area where one person lives is characterised by the density and choice of local resources and
services (ie, social and physical environment), and can act
as a source of complex cognitive stimulation. However,
little attention has been given to the effects of the residential environment stimuli on cognitive impairment.20
This study investigated the influence of the individual
and neighbourhood deprivation levels on cognitive
impairment in a large sample of people aged 45–69 years
living in France. Our main objective was to determine
whether the neighbourhood deprivation level was still
associated with cognition after taking into account the
individual deprivation level and other confounding
factors.

Open access
(model 2) were modelled separately. Sex, age, education level, HSC, geographical origin, smoking, alcohol
consumption, BMI, HBP, diabetes, CVD and CES-D score
were introduced in model 1 and model 2. The last model
(model 3) considered together the individual deprivation and neighbourhood deprivation scores adjusted
for individual characteristics. Model 3a included major
confounders of cognition: sex, age and education level.
Model 3b included the HSC and other confounders
(geographical origin, smoking, alcohol consumption,
BMI, HBP, diabetes, CVD and CES-D). All analyses were
performed using SAS V.9.4.

Covariates
The following individual covariates were included in the
analysis: sociodemographic factors (sex, age (in quintiles:
45–50/>50–55/>55–<60/60–<65/≥65),
geographical
origin (proxy of ethnicity, in accordance to French laws),
education level (<5 years, 5 to 11 years, 11 to 13 years, 14 to
16 years and 17 years or more) and HSC), lifestyle factors
(smoking (never/past/current), alcohol consumption
assessed with the AUDIT questionnaire (abstinent/
neither abuse or dependence/abuse/dependence) and
body mass index (BMI, kg/m²; underweight: BMI <18.5,
normal: 18.5≤BMI<25, overweight: 25 ≤BMI<30, obesity:
BMI ≥30)), health factors (high blood pressure (HBP;
blood pressure higher than 140/90 mm Hg or history
of hypertension), history of diabetes, cardiovascular
diseases (CVD; stroke, angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, arteritis of the lower limbs, others) and depressive
symptomatology defined as a Center for Epidemiological
Studies-Depression (CES-D) scale score ≥16).
In additional analyses, the rural/urban status of the
commune was considered, according to the classification by
the INSEE. Individual variables were included in supplereported daily mobility (limited
mentary analyses: self-
daily mobility was defined when the participant reported
problems in using transport, going up or down a flight of
stairs, or walking 1 km without stopping), physical activity
(score from 0 to 6; 0 for inactive people and six for very
active people) and social isolation (contact with family or
friends ≤2 times per month).
Statistical analyses
Considering the data hierarchical structure, a multilevel
logistic regression model was used to take into account
the clustering of individuals through the introduction
of a cluster‐specific random effect for the commune.26
Laplace’s method was used to estimate parameters. This
method includes an approximation of the likelihood and
is prone to effect underestimation.
For each cognitive test, including the global cognitive
score, dichotomised at the 25th percentile (75th percentile for TMT), a multilevel logistic regression model was
used to estimate the OR and the 95% CI. First, individual
deprivation (model 1) and neighbourhood deprivation

Results
Study population
Analyses concerned only French-
speaking participants
aged 45–70 years with available cognitive data at the end
of January 2019, and no missing data for the EPICES score
and covariates (see sample selection in online supplementary figure 1). Among the 44 648 participants included in
the sample, 52% were women and the median (IQR) age
at enrolment was 57.5 years (51.5–63.5). Compared to the
excluded people, included participants were more often
men (p=0.001), younger, more educated and wealthier
(p<0.0001).
According to the EPICES score, 12.5% of participants
were personally deprived (n=5565). Deprived individuals
were younger (56.5 vs 57.5 years, p<0.0001) (table 1),
whereas the proportion of women was similar in the
deprived and not deprived groups (p=0.27). Overweight,
history of CVD, HBP and depressive symptoms were more
frequent in the deprived group (p<0.0001). Cognitive
performance scores (all tests) were lower in the deprived
group (table 1). Moreover, individually deprived people
lived more often in a deprived neighbourhood compared
with people who were not individually deprived (25.4% vs
19.2% lived in the most deprived neighbourhood).
In comparison with people living in the least deprived
area (Q1; n=8902), people living in the most deprived
environment (Q5; n=8929) were more frequently men
(50% vs 46%, p<0.0001) and had a lower education
level (14% had less than 11 years of education vs 6%,
p<0.0001). They tended to have higher BMI (17% were
obese vs 10%, p<0.0001), and history of hypertension
(45% vs 35%, p<0.0001), CVD and diabetes (p<0.0001).
Cognitive performances were lower in people living in
the most deprived area compared with those who lived
in the least deprived area, as indicated by the lower
median score of all cognitive tests: MMSE (28 vs 29),
FCRST (32 vs 34), semantic VFT (23 vs 24), phonemic
VFT (14 vs 16), DSST score (65 vs 69) and for TMT-A
(32 vs 31) and TMT-B (61 vs 57). Moreover, cognitive
performance (global cognitive score) decreased in function of the neighbourhood deprivation level (figure 1) in
the individually deprived and also in the non-individually
deprived group.
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PCA was used to define a global cognitive score that
took into account all cognitive domains. This score was
defined as the first axis of the PCA (using the Kaiser
criterion) of the scores of the six cognitive tests: FCRST,
VFT (semantic and phonemic), TMT-A and TMT-B, and
DSST. The first axis explained 47% of the variance and
was characterised by positive scores and high weights for
FCRST, VFT (semantic and phonemic) and DSST, and by
negative scores for TMT-A and TMT-B. The participants’
position on this axis defined their degree of cognitive
performance: lower scores indicated worse cognitive
performance. Individuals with a score equal or below the
adjusted 25th percentile of the sample distribution were
classified as ‘impaired’.

Open access

Individual characteristics, n (%)

Not deprived (n=39 083)

Deprived (n=5565)

Sociodemographic and socio-economic factors
 Women

20 217 (51.7)

2923 (52.5)

 Age (years)†

57.5 (51.5–63.5)

56.5 (50.5–63)

 Years of education

<0.0001
634 (1.6)

368 (6.6)

  5 to 11

2715 (7.0)

750 (13.5)

  11 to 13

14 592 (37.3)

2832 (50.9)

  14 to 16

13 341 (34.1)

1196 (21.5)

  >5

7801 (20.0)

  ≥17

P value*

419 (7.5)

Lifestyle and health factors
 Alcohol

<0.0001

 Abstinent

841 (2.2)

318 (5.7)

31 776 (81.3)

4087 (73.4)

 Abuse

5312 (13.6)

772 (13.9)

 Dependence

1154 (3.0)

388 (7.0)

 No abuse or dependence

 Smoking status

0.02
17 720 (45.3)

2125 (38.2)

4532 (11.6)

1302 (23.4)

16 831 (43.1)

2138 (38.4)

1050 (2.7)

163 (2.9)

  Normal (18.5–<25)

19 216 (49.2)

2135 (38.4)

  Overweight (≥25–30)

14 002 (35.8)

2012 (36.2)

4815 (12.3)

1255 (22.6)

15 281 (39.1)

 Never
 Current
 Past
2

 BMI (kg/m )
  Underweight (<18.5)

  Obese (>30)
 Hypertension

<0.0001

2583 (46.4)

<0.0001

987 (2.5)

317 (5.7)

<0.0001

 History of cardiovascular disease

3489 (8.9)

609 (10.9)

<0.0001

 Depressive syndrome

6302 (16.1)

2245 (40.3)

<0.0001

 Diabetes

Cognitive performance†
 MMSE (0–30)‡

29 (28–30)

28 (27–29)

<0.0001

 FCRST (Total free recall 0–48)‡

33 (29–37)

32 (28–36)

<0.0001

 Semantic VFT (words in 1 min)‡

24 (20–28)

22 (18–26)

<0.0001

 Phonemic VFT (words in 1 min)‡

15 (12–19)

14 (11–17)

<0.0001

 TMT A (max 180 s)‡

31 (25–39)

33 (27–42)

<0.0001

 TMT B (max 180 s)‡

59 (47–74)

66 (52–87)

<0.0001

 DSST score (0-135)‡

68 (58–77)

62 (52–72)

<0.0001

Neighbourhood characteristics, n (%)
 FDep deprivation index
  Q1 (least deprived)

<0.0001
8000 (20.5)

902 (16.2)

  Q2

7978 (20.4)

1000 (18.0)

  Q3

7947 (20.3)

992 (17.8)

  Q4
  Q5 (most deprived)

7644 (19.6)
7514 (19.2)

1256 (22.6)
1415 (25.4)
Continued
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Table 1 Population characteristics according to the individual deprivation (n=44 648)
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Individual characteristics, n (%)

Not deprived (n=39 083)

Deprived (n=5565)

P value*

*P value adjusted for sex and age.
†Median (IQR).
‡Theoretical range.
BMI, body mass index; DSST, Digit Symbol Substitution Test; MMSE, Mini Mental State Examination.

Individual and neighbourhood deprivation: associations with
cognitive impairment
In multivariate analyses (model 1 adjusted for sex, age,
ethnicity, education, HSC, health behaviours and health
status), the risk of global cognitive impairment was higher
for deprived individuals (EPICES score ≥30.17) (OR,
1.56; 95% CI 1.46 to 1.67) (table 2).
Similarly, the risk of cognitive impairment was higher
for people living in a deprived environment (model
2 adjusted for sex, age, ethnicity, education, HSC,
behaviours and health status) (table 2). This risk was
higher for people living in areas with higher levels of
neighbourhood deprivation (ref. Q1; Q2: OR=1.09,
95% CI: 0.98 to 1.20; Q3: OR=1.15, 95% CI: 1.04 to 1.27;
Q4: OR=1.17, 95% CI: 1.05 to 1.29; Q5: OR=1.28, 95% CI:
1.15 to 1.41).
No interaction was observed between neighbourhood
deprivation and individual characteristics (sex, age,
ethnicity, education level, daily mobility, social isolation
and individual deprivation).
When the two deprivation scores were considered in
the same model, they remained highly significant (model
3; figure 2). Model 3 highlighted the influence of neighbourhood deprivation on cognition, independently of
the individual deprivation score. After adjustment for
confounders and individual deprivation (model 3b), the
risk of cognitive impairment remained higher for people
living in areas with higher levels of neighbourhood

deprivation (ref. Q1; Q2: OR=1.09, 95% CI: 0.98 to 1.22;
Q3: OR=1.15, 95% CI: 1.04 to 1.27; Q4: OR=1.15, 95% CI:
1.04 to 1.28; Q5: OR=1.25, 95% CI: 1.13 to 1.39).
The results of model 3 for each cognitive test are
presented in supplementary data (online supplementary table 2). Only the DSST score was associated with
the level of neighbourhood deprivation in model 3b
(p=0.005), with a socioeconomic gradient (ref. Q1; Q2:
OR=1.03, 95% CI: 0.94 to 1.13; Q3: OR=1.13, 95% CI: 1.03
to 1.24; Q4: OR=1.15, 95% CI: 1.04 to 1.26; Q5: OR=1.18,
95% CI: 1.07 to 1.30). Moreover, the risk of lower scores at
the TMT-A and VFT (phonemic fluency task) was higher
for individuals living in the most deprived environment
(respectively, ref. Q1; Q5: OR=1.12, 95% CI: 1.02 to 1.22/
Q5: OR=1.10, 95% CI: 1.00 to 1.21).
Sensitivity analyses performed on a subsample with
data on social isolation and physical activity (n=11 511)
showed that the influence of neighbourhood deprivation remained significant after adjustment for these two
factors (data not shown).
Rural versus urban areas
As urbanisation influenced the association between
contextual deprivation and cognitive impairment (p of
interaction=0.01), results were stratified according to
the participants’ rural or urban status (table 3). Among
the 44 648 participants, 7722 lived in rural areas (17%).
Living in a deprived neighbourhood was associated with
cognitive impairment in both rural and urban dwellers
(table 3). For rural dwellers, the association was significant only when they lived in a commune with the highest
deprivation level (Q5 vs Q1: OR, 1.70; 95% CI, 1.17 to
2.47). Conversely, this association was significant for
urban dwellers who lived in a commune classified in quintiles 3, 4 or 5.

Figure 1 Distribution of the global cognitive score according
to the neighbourhood deprivation level in the individually
deprived and not deprived groups. FDep index, French
Deprivation Index; EPICES, Evaluation of Deprivation and
Inequalities in Health Screening Centres.

Discussion
Our study shows that in a large sample (n=44 648) of
middle-aged and young-old volunteers (45 to 69 years of
age) from the French CONSTANCES cohort, cognitive
impairment is influenced by individual and geographical
deprivation, with a socioeconomic gradient. After adjustment for individual factors, the risk of cognitive impairment was higher for deprived individuals and individuals
living in a deprived environment. The neighbourhood
deprivation level was associated with the overall cognitive
impairment (global cognitive score), and also with the
impairment of specific cognitive skills, such as attention
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Table 1 Continued
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ORs (95% CI) per model
Global cognitive score

Model 1

Model 2

OR

95% CI

P value

OR

95% CI

P value

Individual deprivation
EPICES score

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Not deprived

Ref.

 

<0.0001

 

 

 

Deprived

1.56

(1.46–1.67)

 

 

 

 

Neighbourhood deprivation

 

 

 

 

 

 

FDep index

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q1 (least deprived)

 

 

 

Ref.

–

<0.0001

Q2

 

 

 

1.09

(0.98–1.20)

 

Q3

 

 

 

1.15

(1.04–1.27)

 

Q4
Q5 (most deprived)

 
 

 
 

 
 

1.17
1.28

(1.05–1.29)
(1.15–1.41)

 
 

Models 1 and 2 were adjusted for sex, age, education level, geographical origin, HSC, smoking, alcohol consumption, BMI, HBP, diabetes,
cardiovascular diseases and depressive symptomatology.
BMI, body mass index; EPICES, Evaluation of Deprivation and Inequalities in Health Screening Centres; FDep index, French Deprivation
Index; HBP, high blood pressure; HSC, health screening centre.

and executive functions, independently of the individual
deprivation level. This association concerned mainly the
VFT (phonemic fluency task) and the DSST that has the
best psychometric proprieties,27 and may be first affected
during the long-term pre-dementia process.28 Moreover,

low psychomotor speed could be a marker of brain
vulnerability.29
Our findings are in accordance with those reported
by our team on the dementia risk in the Three City
Study cohort (a cohort of ≥65-year-old participants),17 18

Figure 2 Association between individual deprivation/neighbourhood deprivation and global cognitive impairment, based
on multilevel logistic models (n=44 648).Model 3: individual deprivation and neighbourhood deprivation were considered
in the same model. Model 3A: adjusted for sex, age, education level and HSC. Model 3B: adjusted like for model 3A and
also for geographical origin, smoking, alcohol consumption, BMI, HBP, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and depressive
symptomatology. BMI, body mass index; HBP, high blood pressure; HSC, health screening centre.
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Table 2 Relationship between individual deprivation/neighbourhood deprivation and global cognitive score, based on
multilevel logistic models (n=44 648)
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(0.91;1.83)
(1.24;2.45)

Ref.

 
 

 
1.31
1.70

1.22

1.05

Ref.

<0.0001
 

 

 

 

 

1.86

<0.0001
 

 
 

 
 

(0.90;1.92)
(1.17;2.47)

(0.83;1.81)

(0.68;1.61)

–

 

 

(1.56;2.23)

–

 
 
Ref.

(1.00;1.22)
(1.06;1.30)
(1.08;1.34)
(1.13;1.40)

1.11
1.18
1.20
1.26

 
 

 

 

–

Ref.

<0.0001

 

 

 

 

(1.64–1.90)

–

 
 

 

 

1.76

<0.0001
 

 
 

 
 

95% CI

 
 

 

 

0.0008

 

 

 

<0.0001

 
 

P value

1.18
1.23

1.16

1.09

Ref.

 

 

1.52

Ref.

 
 

OR

(1.06;1.32)
(1.10;1.37)

(1.05;1.29)

(0.99;1.21)

–

 

 

(1.41;1.64)

–

 
 

95% CI

Model 3b

 
 

 

 

0.003

 

 

 

<0.0001

 
 

P value
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Model 3: Individual deprivation and neighbourhood deprivation were considered in the same model.
Model 3a adjusted for sex, age, education level.
Model 3b adjusted like for Model 3a and also for geographical origin, smoking, alcohol consumption, BMI, HBP, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and depressive symptomatology.
*Model 3 in the rural strata was not adjusted for HSC because of the very limited number of participants in some centres.
BMI, body mass index; EPICES, Evaluation of Deprivation and Inequalities in Health Screening Centres; FDep index, French Deprivation Index; HBP, high blood pressure.

1.29
1.75

Q4
Q5 (most deprived)

(0.83;1.69)

(0.71;1.54)

1.04

1.19

–

Ref.

Q1 (least deprived)

Q2

 

Q3

 

 

FDep index

(1.84;2.55)

2.16

Deprived

Neighbourhood deprivation  

–

Ref.

Not deprived

 
 

 
 

OR

Model 3a
P value

OR

95% CI

Model 3b*

OR

P value

Model 3a*
95% CI

URBAN (n=36 926)

RURAL (n=7722)

Individual deprivation
EPICES score

Global cognitive score

OR (95% CI) per model

Table 3 Relationship between individual deprivation/neighbourhood deprivation and cognitive impairment according to the rural/urban status, based on multilevel logistic
models (n=44 648)
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8

allowed taking into account the multidimensional nature
of precariousness, by including markers of individual
resources and also of social support. To reduce the possibility of residual confounding, analyses were controlled
for many individual variables (socio-demographic characteristics, lifestyle and health status) and were performed
using multilevel models adapted to the specific structure
of the data.
sectional
Limitations of this study include the cross-
analysis of cognitive performance data. Due to the
study observational design, the possibility of residual
confounding cannot be ruled out. The absence of data
on APOEε4 carrier status did not allow examining its
potential modifying effect. The neighbourhood deprivation level of the place of residence was evaluated at inclusion, without considering each participant’s residential
history and the time spent outside the area of residence
each day, for instance at work. The limits of the area of
influence are difficult to assess and generally administrative boundaries are used to define the neighbourhood
environment.10 Furthermore, it would be interesting to
include other environmental dimensions that can influence cognitive decline (eg, pollution (more frequent in
urban areas), presence of green spaces, noise and environmental layout) and that might help to better interpret
our results.38–40
This study in a large sample of the middle-aged and
young-old French population provides new evidence that
the socio-economic level of the place of residence affects
the cognitive performance of people in this age group.
Higher neighbourhood deprivation was associated with
worse cognition after controlling for individual deprivation and many individual factors. These results stress the
need of preventive strategies to target socially deprived
at-risk populations and at-risk geographical areas.
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although our current work concerned a middle-aged and
young-old population. The present study shows that the
impact of environmental deprivation on cognition might
be detected earlier in life. To our knowledge, only one
study showed an interaction between neighbourhood
psychosocial hazards and presence of the APOE ε4 allele30
which is the main genetic determinant of Alzheimer’s
disease risk, in a group of urban dwellers aged 50–70 years.
The environmental deprivation level could be associated
with qualitative and quantitative differences in resources
(eg, sports equipment/recreation centres; cultural equipment: museums, libraries, bookstores, cinema; healthy
food stores; public transport; and health services), social
environment (social stressors; social cohesion, community centres, social clubs) and built environment (presence of parks/green spaces, street connectivity).11 20 31
The lower availability of these resources could affect individual competences through a lower active lifestyle (eg,
physical activity), lower social activity and support, limited
healthy lifestyles or higher level of anxiety and depression. All these factors may increase the risk of cognitive
impairment. The socioeconomic environment could
also influence cardiovascular risk factors and morbidity
(myocardial infarction, stroke, coronary heart disease
and CVD mortality32) that are associated with higher risk
of dementia.33 On the other hand, the environment can
also act as a source of ‘brain training’, by offering cognitive stimulation.34 Cognitive reserve is built through relevant everyday experiences, including leisure and social
activities, and more generally through living conditions
that offer mental stimulation and that can be influenced
directly or indirectly by the living environment characteristics.20 35
Multiple environmental influences can contribute
to urban/rural differences. The relatively few studies
on subjects living in rural areas showed higher prevalence of cognitive impairment and dementia.36 37 Urban
areas could provide a more exciting and intellectually
demanding (eg, higher level of visually and auditory
stimuli) environment than rural areas.20 However, urban
areas may provide ‘toxic social circumstances’ (fragmentation of family structure and social support, wider socioeconomic disparities, reduced social cooperation) that
facilitate chronic stress and abnormal neural development in vulnerable individuals.19
One of the main strengths of this study is the large
population sample from the general population in metropolitan France. CONSTANCES is a large-
sized cohort
that includes randomly selected participants who live in
urban and rural neighbourhoods with variable socioeconomic status. Unlike many other studies, the effect of
deprivation on cognitive performance was examined in
middle-aged and young-old participants (45 to 70 years
of age). In the CONSTANCES cohort, a cognitive test
battery was administered by neuropsychologists in standardised conditions. In addition, deprivation was evaluated with validated tools that are commonly used in many
French studies on deprivation.6 12 24 The EPICES score
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